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FÖRSLAGET I DETALJ:


	Vem?: Wei-Xin Ni, Professor, IFM/yt- och halvledar-fysik
	Kurs: ---
	Ny kurs: Fundamentals in Materials Science, master Yr 1, ht 1, block 2, for the course plan see Appendex
	Profil: As an alternative mandetory part for students of MSN, but also for students of Y, MFYS, and MED, etc.
	Ny profil: ---
	Annat: For the detailed proposal, see Appendix
	Besked: 
	Detaljer: Background information:The master programme “Materials Science and Nanotechnology (MPN)” has changed the name as “Materials Science and Nanotechnology (MSN) since the academic year 2013/2014. The purpose of this change is to broad the scope and attract more students that are demanded by courses and research activities to carry out at IFM. In this case, MSN starts recruiting students with majors not only in physics, but also in materials chemistry and electronic engineering (materials). For those students with non-physics background, there is a need to provide them with some necessary knowledge that facilitates students to follow the curriculum of the MSN programme. Hence, we propose to introduce this course entitled “Fundamentals in Materials Science”. The course will lecture physics and chemistry of quantum theory, thermodynamics and kinetics with special focus on microscopic insight and inter-relationships among preparation techniques, structures, and properties of various materials. The contents and levels are not yet found in any existing courses at LiU. The course is planned to give in the period ht1, as a mandatory part mainly for the first year non-physics students in the MSN programme, to alternatively replace Quantum Mechanics (TFFY54) that dedicates to physics students, especially those who will study in the profile of theory and modeling of materials. During the discussion and planning of this course proposal, we also realize that the lecture contents are interesting for the students in Y-profile “Material- och nanofysik (Y-mef)”, MED-profile “Medicintekniska material (MED-mat)”, and Mater-programme “Fysik o. nanovetenskap (M-FYS)”. Therefore, as has been agreed, if this proposal is accepted, the course “Fundamentals in Materials Science” will be included in the curriculum of those profiles and programmed as well.   Fundamentals in Materials Science, 6 ECTSLevel: A Contents:1 Introduction1.1 The role of physics/chemistry in materials science 1.2 The fundamental principles that underline materials science1.3 Approaches to produce new materials, new properties and uses1.4 Terminology and perspectives2 Quantum theory and atomic structures2.1 Light, particles and waves2.2 The Bohr atom 2.3 The Schrödinger equation and basic quantum mechanics2.4 Quantum description of an atom 2.5 Electronic configurations on an atom 2.6 Periodic properties of the elements3 Chemical bonding and molecular structures3.1 Molecules: properties of bonded atoms3.2 Models of chemical bonding3.3 The shared-electron covalent bond 3.4 Polar covalence and ionic solids 3.5 Molecular geometry 3.6 The hybrid orbital model 3.7 Introduction to molecular orbitals 3.8 Bonding in coordination complexes 3.9 Bonding in metals and semiconductors4 Solid-state chemistry4.1 Molecules: properties of bonded atoms 4.2 Matter under the microscope: states of matter 4.3 Interactions between molecular units 4.4 Changes of state: vapor pressure and phase diagrams 4.5 Crystalline state solids and structural symmetry 4.6 Ionic and ion-derived solids 4.7 Cubic lattices and close-packing 4.8 Amorphous state materials 4.9 Polymeric materials and soft matter 4.10 Colloids 4.11 Liquid crystals5 Chemical Energetics5.1 Energy, heat and work in chemistry 5.2 The first law of thermodynamics 5.3 Molecules as energy carriers and converters 5.4 Thermochemistry and calorimetry6 Thermodynamics and chemical equilibrium6.1 Spontaneous processes of a natural system 6.2 Rules of entropy 6.3 The second law of thermodynamics and the availability of energy  6.4 Free energy and the Gibbs function 6.5 Law of mass action and the equilibrium constant6.6 Examples: thermodynamic computations at equilibrium7 Chemical kinetics and reaction mechanisms7.1 Rates of reactions and rate laws 7.2 How rates of reactions change with time 7.3 Collision and activation: the Arrhenius law 7.4 Synthesis mechanisms: how reactions take place 7.5 Kinetics of reactions, mass transport vs. surface controlled reactions7.6 Catalysts and catalysis 7.7 Experimental methods of chemical kinetics Lecture plan:18 x 2h lectures + 5 x 2h Q&A assistance, at the period Ht1 Laborations:1) Materials characterization using powder diffraction2) TCAD simulations of the CVD process (thermodynamic and/or kinetic computations)Examination:Homework assignment (6 sets) for grade 3 (if more than 70% approved)Final written exam for grades 3, 4, 5Text book:W. D. Callister & D. G. Rethwisch: “Materials Science and Engineering: An Introduction” ISBN-10: 0470419970, John Wiley & Son Inc, 2010.Reference book:Lecture NotesStephen Lower: “Chem 1 - virtual textbook”, Simon Fraser University.Valid for year : 2015 TFYAxx Fundamentals in Materials Science, 6 ECTS credits.For:   Fys   MFYS   MED   MSN   Y    Yi  Prel. scheduled hours: 66Rec. self-study hours: 98 Area of Education: ScienceMain field of studies: Physics, Applied physicsAdvancement level (G1, G2, A): A Aim: Materials science is a fusion of multidisciplinary knowledge in the 20th century, and covers a wide range of scientific and engineering aspects. The primary goal of this introductory course is to provide students a physics and chemistry foundation of the quantum theory, thermodynamics and kinetics, in order to facilitate further studies and understand the inter-relationship among preparation techniques, structures, and properties of various materials, in particular crystalline solids and semiconductors in bulk, thin film, and nano-scale form. Following the course, the students are expect to:• get insight of matters from individual atom, interatomic bonding, to crystalline periodic structure, with a quantum mechanic description.• understand how the structure dictates the property of various materials at both microscopic and macroscopic levels.• to explain mass action and phase transformation processes of solid materials based on both thermodynamic and kinetic considerations.• learn physics and chemistry behind some commonly used materials synthesis and preparation methods, and how the preparation technique affects the structures and properties of the material.• be able to design a process to prepare (synthesize or grow) the desired material, and calculate the synthesis (growth) rate using kinetic equations of the corresponding chemical reaction.Prerequisites: (valid for students admitted to programmes within which the course is offered)                Calculus in one and several variables, linear algebra, and mechanics.Organisation: Lectures, problem solving classes, and laboratory experiments in small groups. Course contents: • Quantum theory and atomic structures              -  Light, particles and waves              -  The Bohr atom               -  The Schrödinger equation and basic quantum mechanics              -  Quantum description of an atom               -  Electronic configurations on an atom …• Chemical bonding and molecular structures              -  Molecules: properties of bonded atoms              -  Models of chemical bonding              -  Introduction to molecular orbitals              -  Molecular geometry …• Solid-state chemistry              -  Properties of bonded atoms              -  States of matter under microscope              -  Changes of state: Phase disgram                          -  Crystalline solids and structural symmetry              -  Fundamental properties of various matter …• Thermodynamics and kinetics in materials science              -  Chemical energies and the 1st law of thermodynamics              -  Chemical equilibrium and the 2nd law of thermodynamics              -  Chemical kinetics and reaction mechanisms …          Course literature: W. D. Callister & D. G. Rethwisch: " Materials Science and Engineering: An Introduction”, John Wiley & Son Inc, 2010. (ISBN-10: 0470419970)Lecture Notes (18).Laboration instructions (2). Examination:A written examination (U,3,4,5) 5 ECTSLaboratory work (U,G) 1.0 ECTS________________________________________Course language is English.Director of Studies: Magnus JohanssonExaminer: Wei-Xin Ni
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